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LOW SLIP BELZONA PROTECTION TO
POULTRY CARE UNIT FLOOR

CUSTOMER
Nottingham, UK

APPLICATION DATE
Feb-21

APPLICATION SITUATION
A new Poultry Care unit was built within budget 3 years ago, however, the
build went over budget and the floor was never coated, as originally desired.
Following constant difficulties presented by the barely laid concrete,
combined with other successes at that actual site, Belzona was asked to
supply a solution

PROBLEM
The substrate is untreated tamped concrete which shows ridges of around 3-
5mm in depth. This feature was not an issue. There was an ingress of
Darkling Beetles which were getting into the walls and degrading them from
the inside. It was therefore requested that the floor to wall interface be sealed
to contain the entrance to gaps and seams the beetles were using.

PRODUCTS
Belzona 5231 (SG Laminate)
Belzona 9221 (Aggregate)

SUBSTRATE
Concrete

APPLICATION METHOD
The application was carried out in accordance with Belzona System Leaflet
FPA-3 leaving a durable surface coating with low slip aggregate, capable of
handling the general running of the site with protection against insect
infestation to the internal walls and protection against traces of Ammonia, the
5231 having an excellent rating of up to 10% concentration.

BELZONA FACTS
Coating the concrete floor when built was the original idea at this site, though
it was removed from the spec as the cost saving seemed to be of greater
importance. Recent government guidelines and inspections made it so the
facility had to have the floor coated to certain standards. 4 companies were
approached, only Belzona offered the particular set of specified requirements
and the time scale to complete the works.

PICTURES
1. Existing bare concrete floor of Poultry care centre
2. Combining extra grip aggregate 9221
3. Applying second coat to adjacent room
4. Completed 5231 floor coating
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